Republic of the Philippines
Professional Regulation Commission
Manila

PROFESSIONAL REGULATORY BOARD OF PSYCHOLOGY
APPROVAL OF APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION AS PSYCHOLOGISTS/PSYCHOMETRICIANS

Resolution No. 15
Series of 2015

For consideration by the Board are the following applicants for registration without examination as PSYCHOMETRICIANS pursuant to Sec. 17, Article V of R.A. No. 10029, known as the "Philippine Psychology Act of 2009", and Sec. 17, Rule V of Board Res. No. 03 Series of 2012, known as the "Implementing Rules and Regulations of R.A. No. 10029"

1. ABUNDIENTE, MARITES BARAN
2. AQUILAR, RAMON JR. PANEDA
3. ALCANCIA, LOUCHIE ANN AQUISAP
4. ALVAR, ANA CHARITA CABANA
5. ARIOLA, GEMMA DEL REMEDIOS
6. BANZON, EARL HENRY PASCUAL
7. BARBERAN, PETER AYASO
8. BATICANCILA, NIMFA LABASAN
9. CALAGSING, MARJORIE GALLO
10. CARBONELL, BENEDICT PERALTA
11. CHUA, JEAN HUNG
12. DE GUINO, ROSALYN NADONG
13. DE RAMOS, MARY ANN MASA
14. DEE, JOSEPH TAN
15. DELA CRUZ, SUSAN MARIE ROQUE
16. DIMANALATA, FAITH QUIENG
17. FABIA, DAHLIA FERRER
18. GONZALES, RICHARD DE LA CRUZ
19. GUEVARA, JULIE ANN LAXAMANA
20. LAUTENGCO, MARIA KATRINA SISON
21. LIBRERO, RONIELEEN PADUA
22. MAGCALEN, MARICAR TABUENA
23. MARFIL, MARIA REBECCA ROJAS
24. MARZAN, PRICILA BUZON
25. OLERMO, MARVIN FLORES
26. ORACIO, JONJON GAMMAD
27. PABLO, MA. MICAELA JAVIER
28. PINEDA, HAYDEE DIOSO
29. REGALA, ANGELA FABIOLE DE VERA
30. ROSALEJOS, MYLAH MONROYO
31. SACAY, GLORIA MANARANG
32. SALAZAR, KENNETH MAGBANWA
33. SANTOS, ISRAEL BONIFACIO
34. SIASON, ARCHIBALD SANCHEZ
35. SORIA, EMME LYN UDAL
36. TEOPY, ELEONOR RELUJERO
37. VERGARA, LEILANI RUADAP
38. VIOVICENTE, BIENVENIDA CANTAY

Upon evaluation of the documents submitted in support of their respective application, the Board finds that the above-named applicants have met all the qualifications set forth in the aforementioned Act and Rules.

WHEREFORE, the Board RESOLVES, as it is hereby RESOLVED, to allow their registration as Psychometricians. Upon approval hereof by the Commission, let their respective Certificate of Registration and Professional Identification Card be issued after they shall have taken their respective oaths of professionals.
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Done in the City of Manila, this **15th** day of **April**, 2015.

MIRIAM P. CUE
Chairman

ALEXA P. ABRENIKA
Member

IMELDA VIRGINIA G. VILLAR
Member

ATTESTED BY:

ATTY. LOVELIKA T. BAUSTISTA
OIC, Office of the Secretary to the Professional Regulatory Boards

APPROVED:

FLORENTINO C. DOBLE, M.D.
Chairman

ANGELINE T. CHUA CHIACO
Commissioner

YOLANDA D. REYES
Commissioner
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